Accolades and Achievements
Commendable Results of Classes X and XII

The

students of Class X of Salwan Public School, Gurugram showed a remarkable
performance in the CBSE Board Exam in the session 2017-18. 143 students appeared in the
Exam with 100 % result . Overall toppers of the school are Kanishka Thakran with 98.8 %
and Anamika Srivastava with 98.8%. 53 students secured 90% and above in aggregate. The
Principal of the school, Ms. Rashmi Malik applauded the students and the staff for the
commendable result.
The following students secured perfect 100 in the following subjects:
Name of Students
Prashansa
Anamika Srivastava
Gurnoor Kaur
Kanishka Thakran
Yash Nigam
Vrinda Gupta
Sanya Singhal
Vanshika Gupta
Shriya Anand

Subject
English
Maths and Social Science
Maths
Maths and Social Science
Maths
Maths
Social Science
Social Science
Social Science

The following students in the special category brought laurels to the institution with their
outstanding performance.
Name of students
Muskan Gambhir
Harsh Arora
Yashika Yadav
Dipti Janghu
Kushagra Singh
Tanisha Sanon
Srishti De

Aggregate
83%
71%
72.4%
74.6%
78.6%
78.8%
79.2%

Subjects above 90%
Painting
Painting
Foundation of IT (FIT)
Foundation of IT (FIT) and English
Painting
Painting
English and Foundation of IT (FIT),

The Students of Class XII of Salwan Public School, Gurgaon showed remarkable
performance in the CBSE Board in the session 2017-18. 113 students appeared in the Exam
and 100 % result was reported. Overall topper of the school is Palak Jain with an aggregate
of 97.2%. The Principal of the school, Ms. Rashmi Malik applauded the students and the
staff for an outstanding result.

The following students secured perfect 100:

Rakshita Kaushik

- Fine Arts

Shubhangi Prabhakar

- Fine Arts

Shubham Chopra

- Physical Education

Aanchal Bansal

- Economics

Arpita Wadhwa

- Mass Media Studies

The following Salwanians carved a niche in their respective streams:

Science

- Avni Aggarwal (96.6%)

Commerce

- Palak Jain (97.2%)

Humanities

- Dhwanish Polavarapu (96.2%)

Vocational Studies

- Shubhangi Prabhakar (91.6%)

Congratulations!

Congratulations!

Congratulations!

Congratulations!

Congratulations!

Excellence Award conferred upon the Principal

The Principal, Ms Rashmi Malik received the Excellence Award for outstanding board
results of classes X and XII for the academic year 2017-18. The coveted award was presented
by Mr. Paramjit Khanna, Secretary of Salwan Education Trust and (Dr) R.N.Masaldan, VSM
(Retd), CEO of SET. The Principal congratulated and urged all the teachers to strive and
scale newer heights.

The Principal receiving the award

Journeying Together Through Campus Events
Family Day Celebrations

On 1 May2018, the school celebrated Family Day to cherish the family-like bonds the
members share. On the occasion, a human chain was formed around the student body- where
teaching and non-teaching staff members and student council held hands and encircled the
students, as a reminder of their presence, protection and love for the Salwan family. The
event ended on a joyful note, with an address by the Principal about positive thinking and
nurturing supportive relationships, and a pledge to acknowledge and instil the importance of
togetherness, good vibes and wholesome interactions in the minds of the children.

Glimpses of the Family Day

Measles & Rubella (MR) Vaccination Campaign

The school organised Rubella vaccination campaign for the students in the school premises
in association with the Government of
Haryana on 3 May 2018. Mr R. K.
Singh ADC of Gurugram was the Chief
Guest for the inauguration ceremony.
Dr Neelam Thapar, DIO, Dr Meenakshi
from UNICEF, Dr Bindu Yadav, SMO
of Farrukh Nagar and Dr M.P. Singh,
District Urban Nodal Officer also
graced the occasion.

Taking forward the Campaign

Let Us Spell Together

Learning how to spell words is one of the most useful lifelong skills and it builds the basic foundation that all children
will need throughout their education and life in general. A
workshop on ‘Spelling Techniques’ was conducted for the
students of Classes III-V on 9 May 2018.
Learning the Art of Spelling

MOTHER'S DAY CELEBRATIONS
"Mother's love is peace. It need not to be acquired, it need not to be deserved".

The nature state of motherhood is unselfishness. To cherish the bond of mother and child,
Mother's Day function was organized in the school on 10 and 11 May 2018 for classes PrePrimary to II. The mothers of these
students were invited for the Fashion
Show .The theme of the Fashion Show
was 'Nature and its beauty'. The theme
was planned keeping in mind the
importance of protecting the nature. The
message was conveyed by mothers and
students that one should take care of
their environment as they take care of
their family members. Mothers and their
wards were dressed up in colourful dresses as imagination and creativity was reflected in the
show. The enthusiastic participation of the mothers was well appreciated and was inspiring.
The mothers were very happy and excited to be a part of this amazing event!

Paying Tribute to Mother Nature

A deep dive into new skills @Summer Camp

Summer

camp is another unique venue for
growth, allowing kids to become independent and
self-confident, while socializing and making new
friends, and even learning new skills. The way the
students learn is changing. Summer camps provide
opportunities to work in teams, create, innovate
and expand their imagination. The school offered
summer camp for class II students from 21 May
2018 to 8 June 2018. A plethora of activities was
conducted to engage and enrich the students and
they enjoyed the activities.

Children enjoying the summer camp

BIDDING ADIEU

It seems as if yesterday only we
gave farewell to our seniors and
the time came for us to receive
ours. 24 May 2018 was a special
day for all of us and all the thirteen
years of our lives were summarised
in a wonderful song sung by our
juniors. While travelling down the
memory lane we realised how
sweet our journey was. The school
will always have a special place in
our hearts and we will cherish our
school years forever. Thank you eleventhies for making this day memorable!
Siddharth Trigunayat and Dhruv Gupta (Batch 2017-18)

A sneak peek into the Farwell Party

INTERNATIONAL YOGA DAY CELEBRATIONS

“Yoga allows you to find an inner peace that is not ruffled and riled by the endless stresses
and struggles of life.”
The International Yoga Day on June 21 is a
tribute to the ancient Science of Yoga and its
benefits to humanity.
To mark the day, the Principal Ms Rashmi Malik
conducted a Yoga session for the tiny tots of the
school day care centre, teachers, admin staff,
MTS members and the school drivers. It was a
wonderful experience for the participants as they
began the day on a rejuvenating note.

Bringing together body, mind and spirit

Taking Education beyond the Classrooms
Adventure Camps
‘Exploration is really the essence of the human spirit.’

School excursions provide children with an ideal 'outdoor classroom' setting that is not
within their routine learning experience. The students have hands on experience through the
excursions and visits and they also provide immense opportunities where students can
develop their individual talents, interests and abilities and bring about their holistic
development.
Students from classes X, XI and XII explored the
beauty of nature at Camp Anubhav 2018 near Nainital
from 28 May to 30 May 2018. The adventure camp
was
organised
by
Rocksport. 96 students
accompanied by 9
teachers took part in the
activities
which
included rappling, zipline, caving, trekking and camp games. It
was an enriching experience for the children as they learnt
team work, courage, confidence, patience in the lap of nature.
80 students from classes VI, VII, VIII and IX along with 8
teachers went for an adventure camp Anubhav to Mashobra
from 31 May to 4 June 2018.

Students rejoicing the outdoor activities

Summer Internship Programme

Fortis

Mental Hospital and Behavioural Sciences Department organised a summer
Internship Programme for Psychology students of class XI. The one week programme from
21 May to 26 May 2018 offered a chance to students to gain a first-hand clinical exposure
under professional guidance and a platform for academic growth and discussion.

Educational trip to NASA

The much-awaited NASA trip started on 9 June 2018. 10 students and a teacher from our
school departed for Orlando on 9 June 2018
enroute Dubai. The team reached Orlando the
next day. The group had the experience of a
lifetime at Kennedy Space Centre, Orlando
where they went through astronaut training
experience. The next two days the students
enjoyed the parade and rides in Disney Land
and Universal Studios. Students also took the
Maid of Mist voyage and were astounded with
the breath-taking view of Niagara Falls. The
group also witnessed the fireworks at Niagara.
The team reached New York the next day and
explored Madam Tussaud’s and Times Square.
On the last day of the trip the students saw the
Statue of Liberty, One World Observatory and
had a panoramic view of the city of New York.

The trip was a wonderful learning experience. The
students learnt to be independent, punctual and
responsible. The tour gave the students immense
opportunities to showcase their talents, creativity
and enhanced their holistic development. It was
altogether an enriching experience for both the
students and the teachers.

Transcending boundaries

Empowering the Educators
S.No

Name of the

Resource Persons

Workshop
1

Organised

Date

Venue

Highlights

by

Capacity

Mr. Rajesh Kumar

Building

CBSE

• Emphasis on

April 27

Bal Bharati

Srivastava,

and 28

Public School,

classroom

Programme on

Principal, Jain

2018

Sector-1 ,

management and

Classroom

Public School,

IMT, Manesar

discipline.

Rewari
2

Micro Scale

Dr.H.O.Gupta and

Workshop

Dr.K.K.Arora

NPSC

April

Maharaja

• Safety of the

27, 2018

Agarsen

students in

Model
School, CD

3

Business Studies

Mr.R.K.Singla

Workshop

Block,

experience for

Pitampura,

microscale

Delhi

experiments

Commerce

May 11,

GDSalwan

Department

2018

Public

of GDSPS

Chemistry Lab
• Hands on

School,

• Case studies
were discussed.
• Important

Rajinder

guidelines for

Nagar

class XII
projects were
given.

4

Mr. Dharmender

Ramakrish

May 11

Ramakrishna

Citizen

Pandey

na Mission,

and 12 ,

Mission, New

framework of

Programme

Mr. Debashish

New Delhi

2018

Delhi

the ACP.
• Facilitator’s

Ms. Priya

5

• Curriculum

The Awakened

Mukherjee

Training to

Ms. Indrani Roy

conduct the

Ms. Manjira

classes.

Safety and

Ms.Rashmi Chari

Salwan

May 14,

SPS,

Security in the

Dr. Subhash

Education

15 2018

Gurugram

ECE Centre

Chander

Trust

• Safety and
security of the
early learners
• Sensitize

Ms. Deepinde
Sekhon

children about
the risks and
dangers
• Identification of
problems in
children and
inclusive set-up.

6

Shaalakosh

Dr.Ram Shankar

CBSE

May 22,

CBSE Office, • Shaalakosh.gov.

Training- CBSE

2018

Preet Vihar

in website/portal
was introduced.
• Username and
password
received.

7

• Stress

SET Workshop

Ms. Jyoti

SPS,

May 22,

SPS, Mayur

for the Middle

Chaudhary, Ms

Mayur

2018

Vihar

Wing teachers

Rekha Kohli

Vihar and

and emotional

Dr. Veena Kapur

GDSPS

well being and

Ms.Shilpa Singh

management

innovative use
of multiple
intelligence
tools.
• Sharing best
practices

8

SET Workshop

Ms. Ruchi Sengar

SPS,

May 23,

SPS, Mayur

(English)

Ms. Nidhi Seth

Mayur

2018

Vihar

Vihar and

• Introduced more
Listening skills
activities
• Shared ideas for

GDSPS

the enhancement
of Reading skill
• Critical thinking
in the
classrooms.
9

SET Workshop

Ms.Neha

SPS,

May 23,

SPS, Mayur

(Mathematics)

Bahuguna

Mayur

2018

Vihar

Ms. Nampreeta

Vihar and

Kaur

GDSPS

• Art of Flipped
Classroom
• Use of different
strategies and
communication
• Acquaintance
about the
softeare
‘Geogebra’ whic
h helps to
visualise
geometrical
prop erties on
the computer
screen.

10

SET Workshop

Ms.Anuradha

SPS,

May 23,

SPS, Mayur

• Brain based

(Science)

Mathur

Mayur

Ms.B.Valli

Vihar and

2018

Vihar

learning.
• Importance of

GDSPS

involving the
children to learn
science.
• Emphasis on 4
C’s of 21
century.
• Solar energy
and Sustainable
practices.

11

SET Workshop

SPS,

May 23,

SPS, Mayur

(Hindi)

Mayur

2018

Vihar

to teach poem.
• Help the learner

Vihar and
GDSPS
12

• Interesting way

compose poems.

SPS,

May 28,

SPS, Rajinder • Creative

for IX and X

Tronica

2018

Nagar

teachers

City

SET Workshop

Ms Richa Gupta

teaching
learning
strategies and
creating
innovative
lesson plans.

13

SET Workshop

Mr.J.K.Singh

SPS,

May 29,

SPS, Rajinder • Adolescence

for IX and X

Ms.HomiAstavans

Tronica

2018

Nagar

teachers

(English)

City

discipline issues

Mr.Prabhat Kumar

and remodelled

Sharma & Ms

structure of

Rekha Sharma

assessment for

(Hindi)

classes IX and

Ms Purnima Pant

X.
• Setting of

(Sanskrit)
Ms.Deepti Sharma

standardised

(Science &

question papers.
• Effective

Mathematics)

14

SET Workshop

Mr.J.K.Singh

Classroom

(Social Science)

management

Dr.Indu Khetarpal

techniques.

Mr.Gaurav Yadav

for XI and XII
teachers

behaviour and

Ms. Meera
Balachandran

SPS,

May 25,

SPS, Rajinder • Role of a teacher

Rajinder

2018

Nagar

Nagar

in innovative
teaching by
engaging the
learner
• Story-telling as

a powerful tool
of teaching
• Global trends in
educationCreating future
ready schools

15

SET Workshop

Mr.S.N Chibber-

SPS,

May 25,

SPS, Rajinder • Discussion of

(Mathematics)

Rajinder

2018

Nagar

Mr.H.O Gupta-

Nagar

curriculum
updates, setting

(Physics and

of standardised

Chemistry)

question papers

Ms.Sunita Madan-

and strategies to

(Biology)

foster HOTS

Mr. S.S.Sehrawat-

and the marking

(Accounts and

scheme

Business Studies)
Ms.Sonia Anil
Verma
(Economics)
Ms. Rekha Kohli
(Psychology)
Mr. D.S Yadav
(Humanities)
Ms.HomiAstavans
(English)

16

SET Workshop

Dr. Indu Khetarpal

(Classroom
Management)

Ms. Meeta

SPS,

May 26,

SalwanGirls’

Rajinder

2018

School

Nagar

• Challenges in 21st
century
classrooms.
• Effective

Bhandula

management tools
Mr. Naresh

• Educational apps

Priyadarshi

by Google for
interactive

Ms Sunita Madan

learning
• Entrepreneurship
in teaching
• Best Teaching
practices

17

SET Workshop

Ms. Jaswinder Kaur

SPS,

May 21,

SPS,

• Habit of

(Library)

Dr. Tarun Joshi

Gurugram

2018

Gurugram

Ms. Pallavi

newspaper
reading can
change the
destiny of a
child
• Different
newspaper
activities
• Designing
library as an
effective centre
for teaching
learning process

18

SET

Mr. Sandeep

Workshop(Music

Salaria

& Dance)

Mr. Uttam Saxena

GDSPS

May 19,

GDSPS,

2018

Rajinder
Nagar

• Use of IT in
dance
• Choreography

Mr.SwapanMojum

for

dar

contemporary
and Jazz dance
• Innovations in
Annual day
Programmes.

19

SET

Ms. Anandomoy

SPS,

May 22,

Salwan Girls

Workshop(Art &

Banerjee

Rajinder

2018

Hall

Craft)

Mr.Sushant Guha

Nagar

Mr Mohan
Mr V.C .Das

• Art and
Technology,
Career in Art &
History of Art.
• Lino Cut and
Mono Print
• Pottery, Paper
mache and
artificial
jewellery

Summer Scintillations
Global Warming

Save Environment
Clean, clean, clean
Let’s clean the litter
For our better.
Grow, grow, grow
Let’s grow the plants,
Foe healthy air.
Avoid,avoid, avoid
Let’s avoid cars and crackers
For better air.
Save,save, save
Let’s save water
To have fresh water.
Recycle, recycle, recycle
Let’s recycle paper and plastic
To save our environment.

It’s hot It’s hot It’s hot It’s hot
Elephant is sweating
Exhausted is deer
Tiger too is panting
There is nothing to cheer
The grass is all dry
There is nothing to eat
Seaweeds are all gone
Fishes are ill
Hungry shark is asking
Whom should she kill?
We are the pretty penguins
We live in the North Pole
The ice is melting
There’s such a big hole.
Winter has vanished
Rain is in the drain
Summer is the king now
Can’t you feel the pain?
If you want to stop this
Plant a lot of trees
Fresh will be air again
Birds and bees will gain
Plant a lot of trees
Plant a lot of trees.

Rishabh Gupta
Class-III

Advik Bakshi
Class-III

Hold the Earth Together
Can we make doors without wood?
I really wish we could.
So that mother earth can be saved,
Not slaved.
Come people to change what we can.
Can do it and be a sensitive human.
For all the things come to an ending,
So earth can also be defended.
A new thing came to mind,
That we should all be very kind,
And do what we can do to save,
Don’t do it for yourself,
Don’t be so knave.
So mother earth live long,
And be strong.
For we will be caring about your health,
And not take all your wealth.
Don’t you worry,
You can trust,
That we won’t hurt your crust.
We won’t do it that’s a must.
So people start to be aware,
Or it will create a threat,
Pollution is everywhere!
So it must not spread,
That we all will despair.

Nature
Brightness of the sun,
Exploring nature is fun,
Blooming flowers make me glad,
Observing nature is not bad.
The spirit of nature is so pure,
But the devastating acts of the humans leave
no cure.
The rise of pollution
With no solution
Is not the way further
In any way or other.
Supporting nature is the only way
To have a healthy day.
To stop the pollution
Is the only solution.
Cutting trees is very bad
And it’s very sad.
What has the tree not given?
Whatsoever it has given is for free
Can’t we do a little for them?
And save ‘nature’ that’s a precious gem.
No nature means no life
So protect nature and save life!

Arushi Sharma
Class - X

Aastha Yadav
Class-VII

MANDALA - MY SOURCE OF INSPIRATION
Mandala is a complex abstract design that is usually
circular in form. In fact, “Mandala” is a Sanskrit word that
means “circle”. One of the richest visual objects in Tibetan
Buddhism, it is a symbolic picture of the universe. It can
be a painting on a wall or scroll, created in coloured sand
on a table, or a visualisation in the mind of a very skilled
adept.
My association with Mandala began a few years back. One
day while surfing the internet, I came across various
Mandala based instagram profiles. The designs and
patterns fascinated me and I instantly fell in love with
them . It was something different from the doodles I had
previously made. I immediately took a pen and a paper
and started making a complex mandala and obviously failed as I was not used to those types
of motifs. So, I had to start again but this time with an easier pattern. Gradually, I started
enjoying creating patterns and realized how it was helping me in ways I had never expected
it to. I got to learn the techniques with time and moved onto more complex designs.
A mandala requires a lot of patience and being in class twelfth, this one thing became the
mantra of my life. These mandalas became my best friends in my gloomy days. It not only
helped me to curb anxiety and stress but also stimulated creativity in me. The complete
intricate designs of mandalas provided satisfaction and a sense of achievement.
In case you want to start, here are a few tips and tricks:
1. Be patient
2. Don’t start with a complex design unless you’ve tried making one earlier.
3. Don’t leave big empty spaces, instead, fill them with little details.
4. If you’re a beginner, I would suggest you to use normal black/ coloured gel pens
which do not cost much and are easily available. Once you’re sure that you want to
try the more complex designs and want to take it more seriously, you can use pens
like Microns and Luxor markers which are a little costlier but will definitely help you
in making fine doodles.
5. Lastly, the most important thing to get almost ‘symmetrical’ and ‘perfect’ Mandalas is
PRACTICE! Lots of practice!
Vanya Mittal,
Alumna
Batch 2017-18

Creative Expressions
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